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morbidity. That we did may have been chance
despite the p value of<0 05. We feel the results are
encouraging enough to launch a larger randomised
controlled trial to assess effects on morbidity. This
we have done.
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Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
deficiency in ethnic minorities in Britain

SIR,-Dr John Black in his helpful series of
articles on child health in ethnic minorities has
highlighted the increased frequency of genetic
conditions in non-white Britons (30 March, p 984;
6 April, p 1065). Of these inherited disorders, the
most common in United Kingdom ethnic minorities
would be the red cell enzyme deficiency ofglucose-
6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD). G6PD de-
ficiency may be found in Cypriots, Afro-Caribbean
people, Indians, Chinese, and South East Asians.
Complications endangering health may arise in
homozygous individuals, usually boys, during the
neonatal period (severe jaundice) and early child-
hood (haemolytic crises from drugs, naphthalene,
and Viciafaba broad beans). These clinical problems
have all been reported in the United Kingdom.`13
Severe jaundice with the attendant danger of
kernicterus and cerebral palsy might be prevented
if all non-white newborn babies were screened for
red cell G6PD enzyme. Neonates who are G6PD
deficient could be observed for jaundice and their
parents counselled on drugs, chemicals, and foods
to avoid.
A screening programme to detect G6PD de-

ficiency in "at risk" infants could be set up using
blood spots on filter paper now collected for
phenylketonuria screening.
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Benzodiazepines in general practice: time for
a decision

SIR,-Drs J Catalan and D H Gath (11 May, p
1374) make little reference to the fact that many
general practitioners had been tackling the prob-
lem of the use of benzodiazepines long before the
introduction of recent government regulations.
They state that the number of prescriptions was 21
million a year in the late 1970s and 18 million a year
in the early 1980s but seem not to notice that this is
a decrease of 3 million. They also quote a "recent"
study published in 1977, ignoring the considerable
changes over the last eight years.

In the Royal College of General Practitioners
paper Prescribing: A Suitable Case for Treatment a

consistent and marked fall in the prescribing of
hypnotics and tranquillisers was shown between
1979 and 1980.
Many prescriptions for benzodiazepines are

started in hospital, particularly as night sedation.
Criticism therefore should not be directed at
general practitioners alone. The suggestion for
prescribing benzodiazepines for no more than
three weeks and thereafter withdrawing gradually
makes excellent sense. Many general practitioners
have been following this practice and eagerly await
the solution for patients who remain unwell for
more than six months.
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SIR,-Most of us have known for many years most
of the things that Drs J Catalan and D H Gath said
about benzodiazepines in general practice. Indeed,
many of their references were more than 10 years
old. Prescribing fell by about one sixth in the late
1970s and early 1980s and has doubtless been
falling faster since then. This has resulted from an
awareness of all of the problems which the authors
discuss. General practice has an excellent reputa-
tion for putting its own house in order in the
prescribing of psychotropic drugs. Amphetamines
were discontinued in the 1960s and barbiturates in
the 1970s, and the indiscriminate use of benzo-
diazepines is similarly on the way out.
While it is often helpful to have constructive

criticism of one branch of the profession by
another, the article's title, ". . time for a
decision," reads rather more like historical com-
mentary. Some mention of the strides already
made would have been appropriate.
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Benign skin tumours

SIR,-While agreeing with most of what Mr D M
Davies (13 April, p 1128) said about benign skin
tumours, we were a little confused about the
section on giant pigmented naevi. Initially he states
that up to 15% of these may undergo malignant
change but then follows this in his paragraph on
management by saying that none of these lesions
are in themselves premalignant. We would support
his earlier statement, the best epidemiological
studies available suggesting a malignant potential
of 4 6-6 3%.'2
As regards treatment we would make two points.

Firstly, reported series have suggested that malig-
nant change often occurs early, 47% of cases
occurring before the age of 6 and 58% during the
first decade.3 Secondly, in many cases these malig-
nancies arise in the more deeply situated naevus
cells and therefore may metastasise before they
become obvious clinically, especially if the naevi
have an irregular lobulated surface.24
We would therefore recommend that large naevi

be completely excised early on, dermabrasion not
being a suitable form of treatment, as, even when
carried out to the depth of the sweat glands, this
procedure leaves behind deeper naevus cells which
may cause repigmentation5 and which still retain
malignant potential. In addition, the scarring
which often results from this procedure in children
may hinder the subsequent recognition of a de-
veloping melanoma.
With regard to the smaller congenital naevi

management is also controversial. Malignant
change has been reported in these lesions,6 though

the overall incidence is probably lower than for the
larger naevi. It may, therefore, be argued that
these also require excision. If this course is chosen,
it should be carried as soon as possible to maximise
melanoma prophylaxis, though in view of the
lower incidence of melanoma in this group as
compared with the larger lesions this may perhaps
be left until it can be done safely under local
anaesthetic with primary closure. Until this time
they should be the subject of careful follow up.
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Surgical treatment of malignant
skin conditions

SIR,-We read with interest Mr D M Davies's
article (20 April, p 1190) on the treatment of
malignant skin conditions. We agree that any of
several therapies may produce cure rates of95% for
some nodular-cystic basal cell carcinomas but feel
it would have been prudent to qualify this state-
ment by emphasising that such cure rates are not to
be expected in certain circumstances. These would
include tumours in certain sites, especially on the
nose and around embryonic fusion planes, large
tumours (>2 cm), or recurrent lesions. Cure rates
for such lesions may be no better than 70% when
treatment is limited to an attempt at physical
ablation.' Since basal cell carcinoma is the single
most common malignant tumour ofman, it may be
estimated that such a cure rate would result in a
population of some thousands of uncured lesions
each year.
We endorse the separation of treatment for basal

cell carcinomas based on their site and clinical and
histological type. However, we would like to
emphasise that surgical therapy for large, recur-
rent, or infiltrating lesions around the eye, ear, or
nose may not have to result in mutilating excision
or extensive reconstruction.2

There is now extensive clinical experience with
microscopically controlled excision-Mohs's
micrographic surgery-in the treatment of this
type of lesion.3'- This technique, in which the
complete perimeter of the excision specimen is
examined microscopically, means that unneces-
sary tissue removal can be avoided-a major con-
sideration when close to an important functional or
cosmetic area. The affected area is excised with
a minimal margin of clinically normal tissue,
processed, and examined. If microscopic extensions
of the tumour are found, the surgeon removes
further tissue for examination, continuing until a
tumour free plane is reached. At the end of the
procedure the surgeon can be confident that all the
tumour has been removed but happy in the
knowledge that no tissue has been sacrificed
unnecessarily. If required, reconstruction can
usually follow immediately, but often healing by
secondary intention affords a satisfactory cosmetic
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